
Intent Bringing Learning to Life

School and British Values
Passion for Learning✓

Striving for Excellence✓
Creativity

Loving others as we love ourselves
Right and Responsibilities

Wholeness

British Values

Democracy
The rule of law
Mutual respect

Tolerance of those of different faiths and beliefs

Whole School Threads

Gender Equality✓
Environmental awareness

Community

explain your reasoning Autumn Spring Summer End of Year Expectations

Counting
ones boundary,
tenths
boundary
square number
prime number
ascending/descending order

● I can count forwards and backwards in 10
000 from any given number up to 1 000
000.

● I can count forwards and backwards
through 0 including negative numbers.

● I can count forwards and
backwards in 100 000 from any given
number up to 1 000 000.

-
- count forwards or backwards in steps of
powers of 10 for any given number up to 1
000 000.

Place Value

ten thousand

≥ greater than or equal to
≤ less than or equal to

● - I can round any 5 digit number to the
nearest 10, 100, 1000.

●
● -I can read Roman numerals to 500 (I
● – D).
● - I can read, write, order and compare

numbers with 1 d.p
● I can find complements for 1 with tenths

(1 d.p.)
●
● I can add and subtract 0.1 mentally to

other numbers to 1 d.p.

● I can round decimals with one d.p. to the
nearest whole number

● I can read Roman numerals to1000 ( M)
● I can read, write, order and compare

numbers with up to 2 d.p.I can find
complements for 1 with tenths and
hundredths (2 d.p.)

● I can find complements for 1 with tenths
and hundredths (2 d.p.)

● I can add and subtract 0.01 mentally to
other numbers to 2 d.p.

● I can read, write and order numbers
to at least 100 000 and determine
the value of each digit.

● I can put negative numbers onto a
number line.

● I can round any number up to 1 000
000 to the nearest 10, 100, 1,000,
10000 and 100 000.

● I can recognise and use thousandths
● and relate them to tenths,

hundredths and decimal equivalents
● I can round decimals with two d.p. to

the nearest whole number and to
one d.p.

● I can read, write, order and compare
numbers with up to 3 d.p.

● I can solve problems involving
numbers to three d.p.

- read, write, order and compare numbers to
at least 1 000 000 and
determine the value of each digit.
- interpret negative numbers in context,
count forwards and backwards with positive
and negative whole numbers through 0.

- round any number up to 1 000 000 to the
nearest 10, 100, 1 000, 10
000 and 100 000.

-  read Roman numerals to 1,000
(M) and recognise years written in
Roman numerals.

-solve number and practical problems
involving all of the above.



Addition and Subtraction

formula

● .I can add and subtract numbers with 4
digits using formal written methods of
columnar addition and subtraction where
appropriate with or without regrouping
any number of times

● I can add and subtract mentally a four
digit number and multiple of 10, 100 or
1000 or a combination of these (E.g +/-
2300)

● I can use rounding to estimate the answer
to a calculation.

● I am beginning to add and subtract whole
numbers with more than 4 digits using
formal columnar addition.

● I can add and subtract mentally a five
digit number and multiple of 10, 100 or
1000, 10 000 or a combination of

● these (E.g +/- 23 000)

● I can use rounding to estimate the
answer to a calculation.

● I am beginning to add and subtract
numbers to 2 d.p. using the formal
written method.

● I am beginning to add and subtract
numbers to 2 d.p. using the formal
written method.

● I can estimate the answer to a
calculation using rounding and say
whether my answer is likely.

● I can solve addition and subtraction
two-step problems in contexts,
deciding which operations to use and
why.

● Can solve more complex one-step
problems in contexts, deciding which
operations to use and why.

● I can add and subtract numbers to
2d.p. using the formal written
method.

- add and subtract whole numbers with
more than 4 digits including using
formal written methods (columnar
addition and subtraction).
-add and subtract numbers mentally
with increasingly large numbers
-use rounding to check answers to
calculations and determine, in the context
of a problem, levels of accuracy.
- solve addition and subtraction multi-step
problems in contexts, deciding which
operations and methods to use and why.

Multiplication and
Division

factor pair
divisibility
square number
prime number

● I can find factors for numbers to 50 and
beyond.

● I can recall and use multiplication and
division facts for all tables up to 12 x 12

● I can divide 3-digit numbers by a 1- digit
number using short division supported
with concrete materials with remainders.

● I can multiply up to 4 digit numbers by
one digit numbers using the formal short
multiplication method

● I can tell whether a number up to 100 is a
prime number and use the vocabulary of
prime numbers

● I can recognise square and cube
numbers and their notation.

● I express non-integer answers to division
as a remainder.

● I am beginning to recognise and use
factor pairs and common factors of two
numbers commutatively in mental
calculations

● I can recall and use mentally
multiplication and division facts for all
tables up to 12 x 12

● I can divide a 4-digit number by a one
digit number using the formal short-
division method without remainders

● I can multiply a 2 digit number by a 2
digit number using the expanded long
multiplication method

● I can recall prime numbers up to 19 and
use the vocabulary of prime factors

● I can recognise and use square numbers
and their notation.

● I express non-integer answers to division
as a fraction.

● I can recognise and use factor pairs
and common factors of two numbers
commutatively in mental calculations

● I can recognise and use multiples in
mental calculations

● I can divide up to a four-digit number
by a one-digit number using the
formal short division method with
remainders

● I can multiply a 2 digit number by a 2
digit number using the formal long
multiplication method.

● I can recognise and use cube
numbers and their notation.

● I can recall prime numbers up to 19
and use the vocabulary of prime
factors non-prime numbers

● I express non-integer answers to
division as a decimal to 1 d.p.

-identify multiples and factors, including finding
all factor pairs of a number and common factors
of two numbers.
-multiply and divide numbers mentally using
known facts.
-divide numbers up to four- digits by a one-digit
number using the formal written method of
short division and interpret remainders
appropriately and according to context
-know and use the vocabulary of prime
numbers, prime factors and
composite(non-prime) numbers.
-establish  whether a number up to 100 is a
prime number and recall prime numbers up to
19.
-multiply and divide whole numbers and those
involving decimals by 10,100,1000
-recognise and use square numbers and cube
numbers and their notation.
-solve problems involving including scaling and
a combination of operations.

Fractions
and
Decimals

, thousandths, equivalent,
reduced to, cancel,
proper/improper fraction

● I can compare and order fractions whose
denominators are the same using
concrete materials and visual
representations.

● I can find equivalent fractions for a /x by
multiplying the numerator and
denominator by the same multiple.

● I can understand mixed numbers and
position them on a number line

● I can recognise the percent symbol (%)
and understand percent means number
of parts per hundred

● I can simplify fractions < 1 by dividing the
numerator and denominator by the
highest common factor.

● I can compare and order fractions whose
denominators are the same.

● II can read and write decimal numbers as
fractions over 10 and 100.

● I am beginning to add and subtract
fractions with the same denominator and
multiples of the same number.

● I know the decimal equivalents of
1/5,2/5, 3/5 and 4/5.

● I can multiply proper fractions by a
whole number using materials and
diagrams.

● II can recognise the percent symbol (%)
and understand percent means number
of parts per hundred and write
percentages as a fraction with a
denominator 100

● I can simplify fractions > 1 into integers
and other fractions. (E.g. 17/3 = 5 2/3)

● - I can compare and order fractions
whose denominators are multiples of
the same number.

● II can add and subtract fractions with
the same denominator and multiples
of the same number.

● I can write mathematical statements
for addition and subtraction of
fractions

● I know the decimal equivalents of
those with a denominator of a
multiple of 5, 10 or 25.

● I can multiply mixed numbers by a
whole number using materials and
diagrams.

● I am beginning to use scaling to find
equivalent decimal equivalents of
nonunit fractions where the
denominator is a factor of 100 or

-compare and order fractions whose
denominators are multiples of the same
number.
-add and subtract fractions with the same
denominator and multiplies of the same
number.
-recognise mixed numbers and improper
fractions and convert from one form to the
other and write mathematical statements <1 as
mixed numbers e.g. 2/5 + 4/5 = 6/5 = 1 ⅕
-multiply proper fractions and mixed numbers
by whole numbers, supported by materials
and diagrams.
-identify, name and write equivalent fractions
of a given fraction, represented visually,
including tenths and hundredths.
-read and write decimal numbers as fractions
-recognise the percent symbol (%) and
understand percent means number of parts



multiple of 10. (e.g. 4/20 = 2/10 (0.2)
or 20/100 (0.2)

● I can recognise the percent symbol
(%) and understand percent means
number of parts per hundred and
write percentages as a fraction with a
denominator 100 and as a decimal

● I can convert integers and fractions
into an improper fraction.

per hundred and write percentages as a
fraction with a denominator 100 and as a
decimal
-round decimals with 2dp to a whole number
with 1dp.
-read, write, order and compare numbers up to
3dp.
-solve problems involving numbers up tp 3dp
-recognise the % symbol and understand it as
parts per hundred.
-solve problems which require knowing % and
decimal equivalents of ½ ¼, ⅕, ⅖, ⅘ and
fractions with denominator of a multiple of 10
or 25.

Measures

discount, currency,
imperial unit,  square
metre (m2 ), square
millimetre (mm2 ), pint,
gallon

discount,  currency

● I can convert and use fluently between
units of length (mm, cm, m, km).

● I can find the perimeter of a rectangle
given the length and width.

● I know and understand all metric units for
measure

● I am beginning to estimate volume.

● I can convert and use fluently between
different units of metric measure
including g and kg ;l and ml.

● I can find the perimeter of a rectangle by
using the formula 2l+2b using standard
units

● I can use the formula L x B to find the
area of square/rectangle.. using standard
units

● I know and understand all imperial units
for measure

● I can estimate volume (e.g. using 1 cm3
blocks to build cubes and cuboids) and
capacity (e.g. using water).

● I can find efficient ways to calculate the
perimeter of regular shapes.

● I can convert and use fluently
between different units of metric
measure (e.g. km and m; cm and m;
cm and mm; g and kg; l and ml)

● I can measure and calculate the
perimeter of a composite rectilinear
figure (including squares) in
centimetres and metres

● I can measure and calculate the area
of a composite rectilinear figure
(including squares) in centimetres
and metres.

● I can understand and use
approximate equivalences between
metric units and common imperial
units such as inches, pounds and
pints.

● I can use algebraic expressions to
represent missing measure
problems. (e.g. 4 + 2b = 20, for a
rectangle of side 2 and perimeter 20)

- convert between different units of metric
measure (e.g. km and m; cm and m; cm and
mm; g and kg; l and ml).
- measure and calculate the perimeter and area

of composite rectilinear shapes in cm and
mm

- understand and use equivalences
between metric units and common
imperial units such as inches, pounds and
pints.
-calculate and compare the area of
squares and rectangles including using
standard units cm2 and m2 and estimate
the area of irregular shapes.
- estimate volume (e.g. using 1 cm3 blocks

to build cubes and cuboids) and capacity
(e.g. using water).

- -solve problems involving converting
untis of time

- solve problems using all four operations
involving measure.

Statistics

database, line graph, bar line

chart ,
maximum/minimum value
outcome,

● I can begin to choose which graphical
representation to use with a set of
continuous or discrete data.

● I am beginning to read and interpret data
from time tables

● I am beginning to read and interpret data
from time tables

● I can read data between marked scales
on continuous graphs.

● I can interpret and present discrete and
continuous data using appropriate
graphical methods.

● I can plot data on a line graph and join
the plots to find further (x,y) values

● I can solve comparison, sum and
difference problems using
information presented in bar charts,
pictograms, tables and line graphs

● I can complete, read and interpret
information in tables, including time
tables.

● I can use line graphs to solve simple
conversions problems. E.g. Km – m
or hours to minutes.

-solve comparison, sum and difference
problems using information presented in
bar charts, pictograms, tables and line
graphs
-complete, read and interpret information
in tables, including time tables.



Properties of shape

protractor, coordinate
axis of symmetry,
reflective symmetry,
congruent, radius,
diameter, octahedron

● I can identify and use
mathematical language to
describe properties of 3D
shapes.

● I can measure given angles
using a protractor to the nearest
5°

● I can describe mathematical
properties of regular and
irregular polygons using
precise vocabulary..

● I understand an angle on a point
on a straight line is 180°

● I am beginning to identify 3D shapes,
including cubes and cuboids, from 2D
representations.

● I can identify what acute, obtuse and
reflex angles are.

● I can measure given angles using a
protractor to the nearest 1

● - I can identify multiples of 90 degrees
when measuring angles

● I understand an angle on a single point is
a whole turn

●
● I can draw polygons accurately using a

ruler to the nearest mm and protracter to
the nearest 1°

● I can identify 3D shapes, including
cubes and cuboids, from 2D
representations.

● I can estimate and compare acute,
obtuse and reflex angles.

● I can identify missing angles by using
my knowledge of angles on a straight
line or at a point.

● I can use the facts I know about
polygons to find missing facts.

● I can use angle sum facts and other
properties to find missing values.

● I use the fact that an angle on a
single point is a whole turn to find
internal angles of common polygons.

● I can use the properties of
rectangles to deduce related facts
and find missing lengths and angles.

- identify 3D shapes, including cubes and
cuboids, from 2D representations.
- know angles are measured in degrees:

estimate and compare acute, obtuse and
reflex angles.

- draw given angles and measure
them in degrees

- identify angles at a point and one whole
turn (total 360°)

- identify angles at a point on a straight line
and 1/2 turn (total 180°)

- identify other multiples of 90°.
- use the properties of rectangles to deduce

related facts and find missing lengths and
angles.

- distinguish between regular and
irregular polygons based on reasoning
about equal sides and angles

Position and direction

coordinate, x-axis, y-axis,
quadrant,

● I can describe position using co-
ordinates on a 2D-grid in the
first quadrant after a translation
to the left, right, up or down.

● I can describe position using co-
ordinates on a 2D grid in the first
quadrant after a reflection in a horizontal
or vertical line.

● I can describe position using co-
ordinates on a 2D grid in the first
quadrant after a transation in two
different directions (E.g. up and left)

- identify, describe and represent the
position of a shape following a reflection
or translation, including the appropriate
language, and know that the shape has
not changed.


